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Watch them grow!

Use this chart to record
your child’s growth and
development. Use it to
track their height and age
as well as record milestones like catching a ball.
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By 4 to 5 years
most children are full of
energy. They can hop, stand
on one foot for 10 seconds or
more, do a somersault and
swing. They can draw a
person with a body, and count
10 or more objects. They are
able to use a fork and spoon
and may begin to tackle using
a table knife. The Dietary
Guidelines recommend that
children engage in at least 60
minutes of physical activity
each day.
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By 3 to 4 years
most children are developing
many skills that open the door
for more creative and active
play. They can kick a ball forward, throw a ball overhand
and catch many of the balls
thrown to them. They can ride
a tricycle and walk up and
down stairs without support.
Most children this age can
draw circles and squares and
use scissors to cut. They can
sort objects by color and shape,
and understand “same” and
“different.”

By 2 years
most toddlers are able to walk
alone and actively explore
boundaries—so be sure your
home and surroundings are safe
places for discovery. They may
be great climbers and have started
running, but they’re often
unaware of dangers — so stay
close by. They can build towers
of four blocks or more, use
two-to-four word sentences and
follow simple instructions.
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By 12 months

most children can pull themselves
to standing and “cruise” holding
onto furniture. Put away
breakable items and install
child locks on drawers.
Store medicines and cleaning
supplies high up in locked
cabinets. Keep window-blind
cords out of reach.

Children this age understand
“no” and can imitate gestures,
and begin to use objects
appropriately (cup, hair
brush). They may be
fascinated by small objects
(buttons, coins) so keep them
out of reach. Use back burners
and turn pan handles towards
the rear of the stove and out
of reach when cooking.
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To hang your height
chart, measure two feet
from the floor and line
up with the two-foot line
on this chart.
Ask your pediatrician
what height your child
should be at different
stages of development.

They Won’t Stay Small for Long
Some say it’s in the size of the hands—others say it’s in the size of the teeth. But
this simple formula makes it easy for you to predict the height your child will be as
an adult, as soon as your child turns three:
Adult Height Boys
1.87 x height at age three (inches).
Adult Height Girls
1.73 x height at age three (inches).

Breakfast Cereal is great anytime!
95% of Americans aren’t eating enough
whole grain*. Find whole grains by looking
for the word “whole” before the grain in the
ingredient list. When choosing grain foods,
aim for whole grain as first ingredient.
• Cereal is one of the best ways to
boost whole grain intake. Readyto-eat cereal is the number one
source of whole grain at breakfast
for kids.

*Grams of whole grain recommended daily:
Ages 2-3: 24g; Ages 4-8: 40g; Adults: 48g
Reference: Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES) Data. Hyattsville, MD: US
Department of Health and Human Service,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
[2011-2012, children 4-12 years]. What We
Eat in America, NHANES 2011-2012,
children 4-12 years; Food Patterns
Equivalents Database, 2011-2012.
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• Cereal can help kids take in
essential vitamins and minerals.
Cereal is the leading source of
many vitamins and minerals, like
iron and folate, for kids at breakfast.
• Cereal can help promote milk intake
in kids. 32% of milk consumed by
kids is with cereal.

